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INTRODUCTION
What is TOMCAT Token ?

TOMCAT is a decentralized meme token on Binance
Smart Chain which is going to be trended in the crypto
world very soon. It will be traded with low fees so that
nobody lefts to be involved in this project. TOMCAT is
on a mission to bring popular cryptocurrency concepts to
the mainstream in one, easy to understand project.
TOMCAT is in it for the long haul. The decentralized
community is fostering long-term development of the
ecosystem which will result in real use cases, greater rewards and a popularity beyond any temporary trends.
We believe that community is the commerce of the future. Imagine a tokenmunity coming together with the
singular common focus of increasing the wealth of everyone involved! The blockchain is the perfect mechanism
to allow this to happen. Talk about a dream come true!
These are the reasons why we had to create, develop and
launch the TOMCAT token
* TOMCAT Team Reserves The Rights To Edit/Update This White Paper At Any Time
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PROJECT & VISION
TOMCAT is not only another meme token, it has
multiple great visions to
approach the whole crypto world. TOMCAT will
make a wonderful history
in crypto world because of
millions of holders.
TOMCAT Ensuring user choice — adapting to user
preferences and giving users decision making power. It’s fundamentally about autonomy. Decentralised
control looks like end-users having a choice between
service providers and not being forced into accepting
terms and conditions that exploit them due to a lack of
alternatives.
The Great TOM CAT has laboured tirelessly to summon tokenomics that grant the wishes of his faithful
followers. TOMCAT offers a selection of delightful tokenomics, both healthy and decadent!
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Advantages of the Binance smart chain
Binance smart chain is well known for less gas fee
and speedy transactions. It’s a sovereign blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all
users and developers.
Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and scaling of
high-performance dApps that require a fast and
smooth user experience. It’s EVM compatible and
will support all of the existing Ethereum toolings
along with faster and cheaper transactions.
Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built on 21 validators who validate the transactions, will provide decentralization
and enable significant community involvement.
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Tokenomics

TOTAL SUPPLY
500,000,000,000

TOMCAT INU

CIRCULATING SUPPLY
200,000,000,000

NETWORK
BSC

DECIMALS
18

BURNING
MECHANISM

Token Name - TOMCAT INU
Token Symbol - TOMCAT
Total Supply - 500,000,000,000
Decimal - 18
Contract Address
0x2a1865e6852120425376fc25532e77c081badb11

Explorer Link
https://bscscan.com/token/0x2a1865e6852120425376fc25532e77c081badb11
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Token Distribution

Airdrop/Bounties - 15%
Presale/IDO - 20%
Marketing - 10%
Development - 20%
Liquidity - 25%
Developer - 4%
Team - 6%
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ROADMAP

Phase #1

Idea and Development Begins

Phase #2

Tomcat Inu Website Launch, Airdrop #1, Giveaway &
Bounties

Phase #3

Presale/IDO, Pancakeswap Listing & Add Liquidity, Exchange Listings

Phase #4

Airdrop #2, Target 1 Million + Holders & More Exchanges Listings

Phase #5

Marketing + Development & Proposals To Tier-1 Exchanges For Listing

* TOMCAT Team Reserves The Rights To Edit/Update This White Paper At Any Time
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REWARDS

We will provide great incentives for different activities to build strong community
with millions of holders.
TOMCAT INU will organise multiple reward events to reward our community and
holders.
# Airdrops
# Giveaways
# Bounties Events
# Holding Rewards
# Meme Competitions
And many more......
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COMMUNITY
We believe that community is the commerce of the future.
Imagine a tokenmunity coming together with the singular
common focus of increasing the wealth of everyone involved!
TOMCAT INU WEBSITE
https://tomcattoken.com
TOMCAT INU TWITTER
https://twitter.com/tomcatinu
TELEGRAM GLOBAL CHAT
https://t.me/tomcatchat
TELEGRAM ANNOUNCEMENTS CHANNEL
https://t.me/tomcatinu
TOMCAT INU INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/tomcatinu
TOMCAT INU MEDIUM
https://tomcatinu.medium.com
TOMCAT INU FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/tomcatinu
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THANK YOU
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